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Abstract
The APC InfraStruXure® 20kW UPS system provides customers with unique UPS power level scalability. This document
gives the specifications for permitted input circuit breaker sizes for use with the APC InfraStruXure® 20kW scalable UPS
frame and a 208Y/120V, 60 Hz utility source. This Applications Note is applicable to only the following APC SKU:
ISX20K20F.

Introduction
Most installations of the APC InfraStruXure® 20kW scalable UPS frame utilize the input current protection rating specified in
the APC 20 kW 208V Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Guide (APC Doc. 990-1493 ). Using the specified 90A input
current protection allows the UPS frame to operate up to the maximum rated input current and maximum 20KVA load rating
for future growth.

It is important to note that 90A is the largest input overcurrent protective device (OCPD) rating allowed per the product UL
Listing. Use of a larger OCPD rating above 90A is prohibited by both the N.E.C, and the product UL Listing.
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Permitted Input OCPD Deviations Based on UPS Frame
Configurations
However, installations also can take advantage of the Symmetra PX 20K scalable UPS frame and safely use lower rated
OCPD’s. Especially where there may be limited power availability or the customer has chosen to install only a specific
number of power modules (PM’s). Table 1 lists the permitted input OCPD rating deviations for specific APC InfraStruXure®
20kW scalable frame power module configurations and corresponding output kW ratings. The output power kVA ratings
assume maximum output current at a load 1.0 power factor.

Table 1 – Capacity and N+1 system configurations
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Permitted Input OCPD Deviations Based on Available Power
Customers may also take advantage of the APC InfraStruXure® 20kW UPS where there may be limited power availability or
where they desire to use an existing feeder. Table 2 shows permitted UPS frame power module rating configurations with
respect to available input OCPD ratings and maximum permitted kVA load.

Table 2 – Available input supply and permitted maximum kVA output ratings

Monitoring the UPS Load
The user is responsible for monitoring the UPS loading conditions and ensuring that the maximum load ratings listed in Table
3 are not exceeded. Failure to do so may result in the unexpected tripping of the supply overcurrent protective device
(OCPD) and potential loss of power to the loads if the UPS shuts down from low battery supply.
The APC InfraStruXure® 20kW has a user settable “load” alarm feature. This alarm function is programmable in 5kVA
increments, and the UPS will issue an alarm when the load exceeds the set value. See the User Operation Manual for
complete details. Your APC Field Service Engineer can assist you in setting up this feature at the time of installation. APC
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also offers a variety of other network management tools to assist the user in monitoring their facility and critical infrastructure
power and cooling systems.

Table 3 – Available input supply and permitted maximum percent of PM output ratings

Conclusion
The APC Symmetra PX 20K scalable UPS frame offers a large variety of permitted input overcurrent device rating options
and output kVA power rating options. These provide the user with not only scalability, but also flexibility, and manageability
features that are not readily available from other manufacturers of UPS systems.
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